Desert Dreaming - Soul, Enchantment & Art Symposium  
February 24 to 28, 2020

We will meet at Tohono Chul in Tucson, Arizona. Registration in Desert Dreaming includes all sessions and supplies, entrance to the park and a specialty curated tour of the gardens for our group.  https://tohonochul.org There are several hotels and air b&bs in the neighborhood but please book early. This is a popular time of year in Arizona due to their sunny mild winter.

Schedule

9am to 9:40am Simple Yoga and movement (chairs welcome, multi level class)
9:40am to 10am- Meditation
10am- Dreamwork led by Thomas Moore
10:30am- Break Coffee, Tea and snacks provided
11am to 12:30 pm-Thomas Moore lecture and discussion
  Monday:    Art as Natural Magic
  Tuesday:    The Alchemical Art
  Wednesday:  Guidance of the Others: Muse, Daimon, Angel, Orenda
  Thursday:   Lessons for the Artist from Dreams
  Friday:     Life as a Magus

12:30pm to 2pm- Lunch (not included in price)
  Restaurant on site, Whole Foods and other restaurants close by.

Painting Group with Hari Kirin 2pm to 4:30pm each day:
  Monday:  Grind sumi ink and painting on mulberry paper
  Tuesday:  Wheat paste non toxic collage with mulberry paper
  Wednesday:  Color mixing and painting with milk paint
  Thursday:  Paint with milk paint and/or sumi ink in the garden
  Friday:  Paint with milk paint and/or sumi ink in the garden

Writing Group with Thomas Moore:
  M:2pm to 4:30pm Thomas Moore Workshop for Writers: discuss methods, blocks etc and set up weeks work
  Tu-Fri 4pm-4:30pm: Thomas consults writers' group on works in progress

4:30pm to 5pm Whole group wrap up